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The instructor
created/supported a
classroom environment that
was respectful.  (SEEGERT)
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The instructor presented
course content effectively.
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The instructor was
organized.  (SEEGERT)
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Overall, this was an effective
course.
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5.15.15.15.05.04.9638%10
I learned a great deal in this
course.
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Assignments and exams
reflected what was covered
in the course.
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90% (9)10% (1)5.25.15.25.05.15.05.938%10
The course materials were
helpful in meeting course
objectives.
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90% (9)10% (1)5.25.15.25.15.25.05.938%10
The course content was well
organized.
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The course objectives were
met.
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The course objectives were
clearly stated.
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100%
(10)

5.35.25.35.25.35.2638%10
Overall, this was an effective
instructor.  (SEEGERT)

15

100%
(10)

5.45.35.45.35.45.2638%10
The instructor was available
for consultation with
students.  (SEEGERT)

14

100%
(10)

5.45.35.55.35.45.3638%10
The instructor encouraged
student opinions and
participation.  (SEEGERT)

13

100%
(10)

5.55.45.55.45.65.4638%10
The instructor demonstrated
thorough knowledge of the
subject.  (SEEGERT)

12

Really appreciated Professor Seegert. Was able to coerce the class into participation with his humor and personality. Get this man on tenure!SEEGERT

He encouraged every student to participate at least once per class which forces students to know the material being taught. He was personally present at
many TA sessions which helped students get their questions answered fully.

SEEGERT

•taught in manner that was easy to listen and pay attention to •very organized and easy to contactSEEGERT

This instructor cared a lot about helping his students learn. His own knowledge/experiences in the subject helped me learn a lot throughout the class.SEEGERT

I loved the attitude and humorous personality that he brought to class. He knows what he is talking about and makes learning business economics extremely
interesting and fun for his students!

SEEGERT

Question: Instructor Comments

•course concepts were interesting •study material was always available and made it easy to be prepared

It was helpful to have quizzes after each chapter in order to test fresh material. It allowed students to see their progress and know which units needed more
attention for final exams. The outside material such as articles and textbooks used to teach really helped give helpful examples and backing of what was
learned in class.

Favorite course I had this semester. Felt worthwhile and like I was actually learning something.

The structure built upon itself, it made learning the harder subjects easier.

With only small quizzes and midterms, and readings from books much more entertaining than an economics textbook, this class is actually truly enjoyable. I
learned a lot and plan to use a lot of this knowledge later in my college career and life.

1. The concepts were confusing at first, but built on each other to make an awesome class. 2. We weren't overloaded with work, but given a manageable and
helpful amount.

I really enjoyed the group projects, not only did they heighten my learning but changed the way I approach challenging tasks. In addition, I found Professor
Seegert's lecture, article analysis, and quizzes beneficial!

Question: Comments on course effectiveness
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1. Dr. Seegert was super funny and an amazing teacher. 2. Dr. Seegert always kept himself available and worked with students on anything. 10/10 teacher.SEEGERT

Dr. Seegert is clearly VERY passionate and knowledgable about economics and made the whole class exciting. I'm going to miss it.SEEGERT

This guy is so entertaining and I would actually call him more of a friend than simply a professor. He understands that the topic he teaches is not the most
entertaining to most people, so he makes up for it with his personality. And it's great

SEEGERT
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